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VII DATA PROCESSING

Compsri部圃 'Jf Two Approximation Methods

to Deal with PPP PhenoDlenon in Practice

Zhao Zhixiang

(Chin臼c Nuclear Data Center, IAE )

Introduction

During the combination and fitting of derived quantities, people must pay
attention to soωned PPP phenomenon.In 由e author's early papers on PPP
I E-21 , it was demonstratωthat PPP phenomenon can be attributed as the

inconsistencies in generating derived quantities and their covariance matrix,
and that these inconsistencies can be avoided by dealing with the problem in
ω-caJJed data space or eliminated by an iterating prωess in derived quantity
space. Generally speaking, to deal with derived quantities strictly, we need to
know directly measured data and their covariance matrix, from which the de
rived quantities are obtained, and relationship between derived quantity and
directly measured data. Unfortunately, it is usually difficult for an evaluator to
know all of information mentioned above. Chiba and Smith propo回dan ap
proximation method to be used in practices()) which is equivalent to the ap
proximation suggested by Zhou(4). In pre饵nt paper, Chiba's approximation is
derived under some assumptions and the another approximation is also pro
posed. The comparison of the回 two approximations is carried out for several
examples.

I Two Approximation Methods

Let us assume that we have two derived quantities Y. , Yz and their re
ported covariance matrix consisting of tri<Y.), trieyz}, Cov.(Y.,Yz). As we
pointed outP), if Y. and Y2 were derived from directly measured data from a
non-linear relationship, the elements of their covariance matrix would be
incorrect. We hope to canect them for obtaining corrected covariance matrix
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缸。ted by tI切，也Y~ and Cove< Y" Yj.
A部uming 由at : )由e deriving relationships for Y. and Y2 are the

same; 2) t.he statistical error of Y, is mainly introduced by directly measured
data ", and the covariance between Y. and Y2 introduced by C; and
3) Y, as the function of ", and C is 键parativc. the d，白白ng relationship can
be written as

Y, = f(a ,.C) = 'I'(X，)啊。
、
.
，
，

....
，
，
.
、

Therefore. the clements in reponedωvarian ，臼 matrix should be generated
in the followili墨 manner

SYSZVZO陆(~X，+ 哑'(X，}φC(C)~C (2)

ekYJ= 〈 (SYJZ 〉 =vk旷(C旷(X，)+VZ{X川~(C)tl2(C) (3)

Cov. ( Y I ,Y2) = < cs YI ~Y2 > = 'I'(X. )'I'(X 2灿~(C)tl2(C) (4)

where

'I' ;r(i)=在甲衍，)

φC(C)=元φ(C)

(5)

(6)

Defined 'I' .r(i) and φc(C) by

中Ji)=jJ:叭i， l &c(C) =护。 (7)

wehave

syt= 甲.r(i)φ(C)~X， + 'I'(X ， )φ c(C)~C (8)

6:(Yt)= 申;{神气C)CT
2

(X ， ) + 'I' 2(X ，陆;(C)62(。 (9)

COyc (Y ..Y 2) =- < cs y
•~

y
2 > =ψ(X. )'I'(i 2帅~(e)σ2(C) (10)

Because the functions 甲 and φare unkn"wn, the Eqs. 但) to (1 0) can not
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dira:t1y used to obtain ∞rn:c时 values crC< YJ and CovC< Y.,YJ. Let us furth町

usun阳ethat

制。=~C)

·c(C) =·c(C)

(II)

(1 2)

D四 to 由e臼mem臼sured C and same relationship for aenerating Y. and Y27

也 assumption of Eqs. (II) and (12) is IQ剑uble. Un伽由is assumption，附

have

一- -- _.. Y.Y.
COVc(Y. ,Y1 ) =町X.)"I仅)i~(C>cr~(c)=~' ~"l Cov.(Y. ,Y1) (13)zc yEYZ

τbenwehave

, .y?y-
cr~(Y，) = C1;(Y，>-一~Cova(Y"Y1)+ v ~ Cov.(Y. , Y1)V,YZ RVZYE YZ

Coy• (Y •' Y1)~1 __1
=eR(YJ+v,Yz(Y,-Ys)(14}

We call the Eqs. (13) and (14) as Zhao's approximation. If we further as
sume 由at

VU'，)守(X，)

'I' J' (i) - 申J'(i)

wehave

, y? ,
马(Y， ) ==才σ-(Y，)

The Eqs. (1 3) and (1 6) are just Chiba's approximation.

2 Computational Examples

%.1 Data Combination
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Assume that Y. and Y2 are two m伺sURd data for a 姐me physical
quantity < Y>

Y
1

= 1.5

6;{YJ=01口

Y2 = 1.0

6;{YJ=0.05 Cov.(YI'Y2) = 0.06

(l 7a)

(l7b)

Usually, evaluaton do not know the history obtaining the above data.
臼mbined these two data to obtain the estimate i for < Y > by least square
me曲。d， we have

PPP: Y = 0.8823 +0.2182

If J'". and Y2 were derived from directly measured data by using same
function relationship, the above estimate would be incoπect (ω-called PPP
阶enomenon ). In 由is case, the better 创imate could be obtained by using ap
proximation methods. The results based on Chiba's and Zhao's approxima
lions are given as follows:

Zhao:
Chiba:

Y = 1. 1538 士 0.2453

Y= 1.2到附士 0.2652

Let C = 1.0 ± 0.2, the values of X, and σ(X.> make Y, and their covariance
matrix ~quivalent to those in Eq. (Iη， we have the strict solutions for some
given problems:

Y=XC:
y=c / X:

Y=X2C:

Y=C/X2:

1.2 Cune FittloR

Y = 1. 1538 士 0.2453

Y= I.:制"土 0.2764

Y= 1. 1876 士 0.2521

y= 1.2627士 0.2680

The measured data are given as follows:

X, 0.8 1.0 2.3 3.4 4.5 7.4 8.8 9.7 (I 8a)

Y, 19. 30. 27. 41. 52. 53. 63. 78. (18b)
2 ___. .. ____2

Cov. (Y"Y/) = O.04Y,Y, (18e)σ;(Y，)= O.OSY;
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We would like to fit曲esedataby

y(X,) = II + IX,

Directly use the m幅sural 也faabo霄， weba回国st 蝇uare笛timat臼 for II

and /l

PPP: i = 10.47 士 3.1臼;= 3.478 士 1.ω2

andd回 fitted curve is obviously wrong ( PPP phc鹰omenon， see Fig. 1 ). The R

suIts based on Chiba's and Zhao's approximations are given as follows:

Zhao: i = 17.1 2 士 3.819 ; = 5.689 士 1.244

αiba: i = 18.74 士 4.196 J= 5.ω士 1.239

Also let C= 1.0 士 0.2，由e valul白。f X, and a(X) make Y. and their
ωvarian饵 matrix equivalent to 由ose in Eq. (18), we have the strict solutions
for some given problems:

Y=XC: i= 17.12士 3.819 ~= s.创9 士 1.244

Y= C / X: i = 19.98川剧 iJ = S.S44 士 1.236

All of the results above are shown in Fig. 1.

3 Conclusion

It is found from the examples that two approximations give better 臼ti

mates and that Zhao's approximation髓饵IS better in the case of increment de·
riving function and Chiba's better for decrement deriving function.
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